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Trusted Digital Identity Bill package (Phase 3)
Lockstep Consulting thanks the DTA for the opportunity to make this submission on
the proposed Trusted Digital Identity legislation.
I am happy for the submission to be made public.
Lockstep has previously submitted detailed analyses of the proposed Trusted Digital
Identity (TDI) regime [1][2], and noted shortcomings and concerns including the risk
of general purpose digital identity being superseded by state-based digital wallets,
the market failure of commercial Identity Providers here and overseas, the fragility
and ambiguity of the term “identity”, and the conspicuous industry-wide trend away
from general purpose identity towards specific digital credentials. We will not
traverse these issues yet again, except to observe that we still see no sign of tangible
steps to support a choice of Identity Providers and Identity Exchanges. Instead, this
submission will focus on the question of digital credentials which we find that TDI
has not yet properly embraced.

Executive Summary
The Trusted Digital Identity Framework, system designs and draft legislation seem
oblivious to the international trend towards (and indeed formal standardisation of)
Verifiable Credentials, and decentralised architectures. Instead, the TDI seeks to
institutionalise a particular Single Sign On system for Commonwealth government
services (namely myGov) and extend it to state governments and business.
Embedded within the TDIF is a particular authentication architecture featuring a central
identity exchange. There is an express assumption that Australians will come to have a
choice of identity providers and that the system will have more than one identity
exchange. This assumption is central to privacy, and has been called out as critical to “the
entire model” by at least one PIA.
The centralised identity exchange could potentially see all identity usage, rendering the
TDI as effectively an Australia Card. There is mention in passing of “technical blinding”
in the bill package, but this architectural pattern is not substantiated. Lockstep in fact
contends that technical blinding is still an unproven technique with novel legal
implications and therefore substantial risks to business acceptance and take-up.
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The need to embrace Verifiable Credentials
The TDIF has not kept up with the Verifiable Credentials movement. Within TDI,
“credential” in fact has a special technical meaning, namely “technology used to
authenticate a user’s digital identity” (that is, for example, static passwords and
OTPs). This is not the sort of credential that most of the industry is working on or
recognises as such.
This special meaning of “credential” creates compatibility problems. Further, the
Regulatory Impact Statement describes the Identity Service Provider as “a conduit
for the verification of additional information”. That appears to make all credentials
in the TDI regime systemically secondary to “digital identity” which in turn would
affect the business processes of real-world credentialling authorities and the very
meaning of credentials. Lockstep urges a treatment of digitised credentials as
meaning nothing more and nothing less than the fact of holding the corresponding
real-world credentials. Hanging digital credentials off digital identity would forces
credential providers to adopt arbitrary digital identification protocols, at untold cost.

The market failure of the Standard Model
The TDI is based on the Standard Model of Digital Identity—handed down by the “Laws
of Identity” in 2005—centred on Subjects (aka End Users), Relying Parties and Identity
Providers. Australia—as with in the other Five Eyes jurisdictions—some decades ago
decided to let the market sort out digital identity. Since the early noughties, several
attempts at identity services, shared infrastructures and authentication hubs have come
and gone. We still see no commercially sustainable Identity Providers (as envisaged by
the Standard Model) and no significant uptake of independent “digital identities” as such
in Australian business. So the Standard Model has proven to be a market failure. Yet the
government persists.
Strangely, the digital identity legislative initiatives of Australia and the U.K. do seem to
acknowledge something is amiss, and have adopted the broader term “Identity Service
Provider” in place of Identity Provider. The language has been hollowed out to mean
potentially anything now connected with digital identity provision and management.

Conclusion
Thank you once again for this opportunity to comment on the Digital Identity Legislation.
As always, I stand by ready and willing to discuss any of these matters further.
Sincerely,

Stephen Wilson
Managing Director
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